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Abstract. Deep learning is almost everywhere and has been shown to achieve human or superhuman level
performance on many supervised learning problems. It has been made possible by leveraging the large collection
of labelled datasets required for tuning the millions of parameters of neural networks. The downside of deep
learning is that the large amount of labelled data is not always available which requires a great deal of human
effort and resources to collect, thus limiting the adoption of deep learning to many real life problems. Somehow
utilizing unlabelled data or labelled data from a different but related task is the only viable solution when
labelled data is scarce and one wishes to use deep learning framework. In recent years, emotion recognition
in text has become more popular due to its vast potential applications extending into domains such as user
interaction, management and marketing, finance and politics, etc. In this paper we explore methods of transfer
learning so that the performance on the low data task of emotion recognition can be improved, we first
experimented with already existing methods of transfer learning namely parameter fine-tuning and multitask
learning. We then propose a novel method of common-space representation learning, which better utilizes the
sentiment classification data by forcing the network to simultaneously minimize the emotion label prediction
loss and reconstruction loss. This method of ours achieves state-of-the-art results on prominently used datasets.

Keywords: Affective computing · Emotion recognition · Deep learning · Natural language processing · Transfer
learning.

1 Introduction

Emotion Recognition deals with the identification of explicit emotional states such as joy, anger, sadness, trust,
surprise, anticipation etc. Emotions widely affect human decision making. Recently, emotion recognition from text
has become more prominent due to its vast potential applications in user interaction environment, management and
marketing, political science, finance, psychology, human-computer interaction, artificial intelligence, etc. Availabil-
ity of large amounts of textual data, especially opinionated and self expression text on social media platforms also
played a special role to bring attention to this field.

The ability to utilize prior learning for new learning is a great cognitive asset for humans and serves as mo-
tivation for transfer learning for machines. Transfer learning has been very successful in Computer Vision (CV),
where models used are rarely trained from scratch but instead are fine tuned from models pretrained on datasets
like ImageNet. For Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, it has been limited to pretrained word embedding,
which only targets a model’s first layer and the model is still trained from scratch keeping the embedding as a
fixed parameter. Recently, Google’s BERT has revolutionized the language understanding and how well models can
handle language based tasks.

The main challenge in emotion recognition is the context-dependence of emotions within text. A phrase can con-
vey anger without using the word “anger” or its synonyms, for example “Shut up!”. Other challenges are word-sense
disambiguation and co-reference resolution. Emotion recognition is naturally a multi-label classification problem.
That is, each sentence might involve more than one emotion category. Automatically classifying instances with
multiple possible categories is much more difficult than classifying instances with a single label. This is a difficult
task that suffers from real world classification problems such as class imbalance and labeler disagreement.

In this work, we mainly focused on multi-class multi-label emotion recognition dataset, as it is more challenging
than single label. Specifically, we experimented with three architectures, parameter fine-tuning, multitask learning
and novel approach of common-space representation learning. Common-space representation learning that com-
bines features learned from two related but different tasks is not new and has been investigated substantially in
the literature. The proposed approach not only combines the features but also it forces the network to extract the
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features relevant to the target task, by minimizing the target label prediction loss as well as reconstruction loss
(i.e. loss incurred in reconstructing the original target task representation from the combined feature representation
of source and target task). The added objective of minimizing the reconstruction loss (along with prediction loss)
and multi-stage training of different modules of complete network, is what sets this approach apart and is novel
in itself. This approach has shown to provide significant improvement and achieves state-of-the-art on prominently
used datasets, as discussed in result section.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews related work on emotion recognition and
transfer learning. Section 3 describes the datasets used. Section 4 discusses the methods used. Section 5 evaluates
the proposed approach. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusion.

2 Related Work

Various machine learning algorithms have been experimented with for the task of emotion recognition from text.
Among them Random Forest [7] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [8] [9] have been used extensively. It has
been shown that Random Forest runs faster whereas SVM results in superior performance. These algorithms rely
on commonly used Bag of Words (BoW) and n-grams, tf-idf weighted BoW and n-grams, character and character
n-grams, tf-idf weighted character and character n-grams, and word2vec[15] features.

The work in [7] uses Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with sliding window and subsequent max pooling.
It has several limitations as it handles only single emotion dimension and predefined length of text. Experiments
that include a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) for intensity estimation of emotions[10] have been explored, but
the results are limited to regression tasks where the presence of specific affective dimensions is given a priori.

The most common approach for knowledge transfer in NLP applications is to draw upon pretrained word em-
bedding, glove[14] and word2vec[15]. This approach merely requires an additional dataset without any labels, as it
operates in unsupervised fashion. However, it only facilitates the representation of words and fails to help learning
parameters inside the neural network. More complex strategies utilize labels and perform transfer learning [5] in
stages where the first network is trained on a different but related source task. Later fine tuning of the network is
carried out with target dataset for target task. The second stage often involves some architectural changes especially
to the prediction layer. The work in DeepEmo[14] uses novel graph based feature extraction along with CNN and
achieves state-of-the-art results on widely used dataset.

One of the latest developments for transfer learning in NLP is the release of Google’s BERT[1]. It builds on
top of various ideas that have been proposed in the NLP community recently, for example ELMo,[2] ULMFiT[4]
and the transformer[3] . ELMo introduces the idea of contextualized word-embeddings. Instead of using a fixed
embedding for each word, ELMo looks at the entire sentence before assigning an embedding for each word. It uses a
bi-directional LSTM trained on a specific task to be able to create those embeddings. ULMFiT introduces methods
to effectively utilize a lot of what the model learns during pre-training, more than contextualized embeddings.
ULMFiT introduces a language model and a process to effectively fine-tune that language model for specific tasks.
Transformer network uses Encoder-Decoder architecture with Multi-step attention, which deals with long-term de-
pendencies better than LSTMs. In this work we use BERT as encoder stage and essentially our entire model is built
on top of BERT.

The top results from the Semeval-2018 task-1 competition with the same multi-label emotion dataset utilizes
variations of transfer learning and attention. The topmost result serves as a baseline for our approach.The exact
methods used by the four top teams are discussed in brief. Mohammed Jabreel proposed a transformation method
to transform the problem into a single binary classification problem. Afterwards, a deep learning-based system
to solve the transformed problem was proposed. The key component of their system was the embedding module,
which used three embedding models and an attention function. Psyml team presents the first attempt to perform
transfer learning from sentiment to emotions. Their system combines multi-dimensional word embeddings with single
dimensional lexicon-based features. Model weights are pretrained with past SemEval sentiment categorization tasks
and the penultimate layers of the models are concatenated into a single vector as input to new dense layers. NTUA-
SLP team used Bidirectional LSTMs, with a deep attention mechanism and took advantage of transfer learning in
order to address the problem of limited training data. Nvidia-AI team used Transformer network, a deep learning
system based on large pretrained language models.
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3 Datasets

The main focus of this paper is multi-label emotion classification, but we also used the single label emotion classi-
fication datasets that have been used prominently in this field.

– Source Task- Sentiment Analysis
SemEval-2017, Task-4:
(Subtask-A)
6K training and 20K test tweets with positive, negative and neutral labels.
(Subtask-B)
10K training and 7K test tweets with positive and negative labels .
Kaggle, Twitter sentiment analysis: 100K training and 300K test tweets with positive and negative labels.

– Target Task- Emotion Recognition
SemEval-2018, Task-1: 6840 instances with multiclass binary labels among 11 available emotions.
General Tweets: 7902 instances with numerical value for 4 emotions.
ISEAR, Self Report of Experience: 7666 instances with 1 out of 7 emotions.

4 Methods

We first experimented with the already existing methods of transfer learning namely Parameter-fine-tuning (Model-
1) and Multi-task learning (Model-2). The shortcomings of these two methods led us to propose a novel method
of transfer learning termed as “Common-space representation learning”. In all three methods we use Google’s
BERT(model pretrained as language modelling task), as the first stage. Essentially, it encodes the given instance
(sentence) into a vector representation that is useful for any NLP task (in our case, classification). The subsections
below describe all the three methods in detail.

4.1 Model-1: Parameter-fine-tuning

This method of transfer learning helps in learning the parameters of neural network for low data target task of
emotion recognition with the help of source task of sentiment analysis having enough labelled data. The main idea
behind this method is that, as the source and target tasks are related they must share intermediate parameters in
the network. It helps in learning the parameter more accurately, which would not have been possible had we trained
the network directly on target task, as the target task of emotion recognition lacks enough labelled data.

In this method we first train the network for sentiment analysis task and then retrain the same network for
emotion recognition task. This is essentially optimizing the network already trained with the goal of predicting
the underlying sentiment scores, by removing the last few layers and adding a new prediction layer for targeting
emotion recognition task. Figure 1 shows the overview of this method.

4.2 Model-2: Multi-task learning

In this method we train the network simultaneously on both the source and target dataset. This method is also
based on the same idea that, as the source and target tasks are related they must share intermediate parameters in
the network. The network consists of linear layers (shared parameters for both tasks) along with extra task specific
linear layer followed by a prediction layer. The network is trained with combined prediction loss for both sentiment
and emotion labels. Figure 2 shows the overview of multi-task learning method.

4.3 Model-3: Common-space representation learning

This method tries to learn common-space representation from sentiment and emotion representation. Two separate
networks are trained one on sentiment analysis data and the other on emotion recognition data, with the goal of
predicting sentiment scores and emotion label scores respectively. These networks consists of BERT encoder followed
by the linear layers and a prediction layer. Once these networks are trained on respective dataset, we remove the
linear layers and prediction layer and use the intermediate representation as the sentiment and emotion representa-
tion. We then concatenate sentiment and emotion representation and pass it to encoder-decoder architecture. The
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Fig. 1. Model-1

Fig. 2. Model-2
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way we train this entire network leads to three different variations of the network. All three variations are trained
with the same goal of learning the common-space representation, thus helping further in emotion recognition task.
Figure 3 shows the combined overview of all three variations of this method.

Model-3.1 This variation trains the network with the goal of learning common-space representation, by directly
using the loss incurred in predicting the emotion label. Specifically, concatenated representation is passed to encoder
stage which is followed by the linear layers and a prediction layer (indicated as feed-forward Network) as shown in
Figure 3.

Model-3.2 In this variation we train the network with the same goal of learning common-space representation.
Instead of directly using the loss in predicting the emotion label, we train the network by forcing it to reconstruct
the emotion representation from the concatenated representation with the help of encoder-decoder architecture. In
the process it learns the common-space representation, which will be used for emotion label prediction by adding
the linear layers and a prediction layer. This method involves three stages of training.

The first stage separately trains the Siamese network on emotion recognition dataset. The Siamese network is
used in the second stage for comparing the original emotion representation and reconstructed emotion representation.
Siamese network takes two different instance as input and pass it to the pretrained BERT encoder separately which
is trained for emotion recognition task. We get emotion representation for these two different instances, L2 norm of
the difference of the two representation vectors is used as the loss function. Essentially, if two different instances have
same emotion label L2 norm should be minimized (i.e. predict ”0”), otherwise L2 norm is maximized (i.e. predict
”1”). Training of siamese network is carried out by using the preprocessed emotion recognition dataset. The dataset
is first converted from multi-label multi-class into single-label multi-class dataset. This preprocessed dataset have
multiple copies of the same instance. Two strategies were used for selecting the two instances while training. First,
Avoiding same copies of instance pair with different emotion label. Second, Randomly choosing instance pair from
the overall preprocessed dataset. Random selection strategy was found to perform better than the first strategy.

Fig. 3. Model-3
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The second stage trains the entire network that is, concatenated representation followed by encoder-decoder
architecture followed by pretrained Siamese network keeping the Siamese network and BERT encoder freezed. The
goal of the training is to make the original and reconstructed emotion representation similar, thereby learning the
common-space representation.

The third stage uses network trained in the second stage upto common-space representation layer and adds the
linear layers and a prediction layer. This network is trained with the goal of predicting the emotion labels keeping
the network upto common-space representation layer freezed.

Algorithm 1 Model-3.3 : Common-space representation learning

Input: Given training data DE for the emotion recognition task E and additional corpus DS for sentiment analysis S.
1: Train BERT for emotion recognition task with DE
2: Train BERT for sentiment classification task with DS
3: EE , ES ← Remove prediction layer of above models.

(serves as encoder for following stages.)
Output: Emotion Representation Encoder EE . Sentiment representation Encoder ES .

Training Stage-1 : Siamese network

Input: Preprocessed emotion datasetDP fromDE (converted from multi-label multi-class into single-label multi-class dataset
having multiple copies of the same instance.)

4: Randomly choose two instance (P 1, P 2) ∈DP

5: P 1
E← EE(P 1), P 2

E← EE(P 2) . pass through two separate pretrained encoder EE
6: 0 ← ‖(P 1

E − P 2
E)‖2 . forces to have similar embedding, if having same label

1 ← ‖(P 1
E − P 2

E)‖2 . forces to have different embedding, if having different label
7: Repeat 4 to 6 until convergence.
Output: Siamese Network (S)

Training stage-2 : Complete network

Input: Training data DE for the emotion recognition task.
For each instance P in DE .

8: PC← concate(PS , PE), PS← EE(P ), PE← EE(P ) . pass through encoders E∫ ,EE keeping them freezed
9: PCSR← Encoder(PC) . CSR, common space representation

10: P recn
E ← Decoder(PCSR) . recn, reconstructed emotion representation

11: P ff← FeedFowrward(PCSR . ff, output of feedforward network
12: Reconstruction loss(L1) = S(P recn

E , PE) . S, siamese network
Emotion label prediction loss (L2) = binary-cross-entropy(sigmoid(P ff ), P true . keeping the siamese network freezed

13: min(L1+L2) . simultaneously minimize both the losses to learn the parameters of Encoder-Decoder

Model-3.3 This variation essentially combines the above two variations. The network is trained by combining
both the losses that is, loss incurred in emotion label prediction as well as similarity loss of the original and recon-
structed emotion representation. This method involves two stages of training.

The first stage is similar to the previous variation, that is, training the Siamese network. The second stage trains
the entire network with combined similarity and prediction loss with the goal of learning better common-space
representation.

5 Results

The parameter-fine-tuning method of transfer learning involves transfer of knowledge at two levels. As a preliminary
work, first level of transfer learning is performed. For this, pretrained language model is fine tuned for the sentiment
classification task by adding the linear layers and a prediction layer. As sentiment classification is different but
related to the task of emotion recognition, it serves as a source task for emotion recognition.

Table 1 compares the performance of different models on three different metrics. Since the dataset under con-
sideration is unbalanced, accuracy measure is not a good choice as a model performance metric. Thus we compare
the performance by F1-score (micro and macro average) From Table 2, it is clear that the Model-3.3 is giving the
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best results. Model-3.1 and Model-3.2 are giving results comparable to the other models.

Table 2 compares the performance of different models on single label emotion recognition datasets. These datasets
also have class imbalance problem thus accuracy is not a good measure as a model performance metric. Thus we
compare the performance by F1-score (micro average). From Table 3, it is clear that the Model-3.3 is giving the
best results as compared to the other models. In this experiment we left out the Model-3.1 and Model-3.2 as it is
clear that Model-3.3 is much better than those two models.

Table 1. Comparison of different Models on different Metrics for SemEval-2018,Task-1 dataset

Model/Metrics Accuracy F1-micro avg F1-macro avg

BERT 54.7 65.6 54.2

Model-1 58.7 68.9 57.3

Model-2 56.6 67.2 55.8

Model-3.1 55.4 66.8 55.2

Model-3.2 57.8 67.7 56.7

Model-3.3 58.6 70.6 58.0

SOTA 57.8 69.7 57.5

Model-1 eliminates the need for large amounts of data to accurately learn the parameters of the network, and
improves the performance for the downstream task of emotion recognition marginally. Model-2 tries to learn the
distribution of data and eliminates the need for large amounts of data for learning the parameters of the network,
which would not have been possible had we trained the network directly on emotion recognition dataset. Still this
method only provides marginal improvements.

Table 2. F1-score comparison for single-label multi-class datasets.

Dataset/Model BERT Model-1 Model-2 Model-3.3 SOTA

General Tweets 57.1 58.5 57.3 59.1 58.2

ISEAR 55.9 57.1 56.2 57.5 56.9

Our method i.e. Model-3, tries to learn the common space representation from the sentiment and emotion rep-
resentation space, eventually benefiting the emotion recognition task. Model-3.1 does not provide any significant
improvements as it takes only the concatenated representation of sentiment and emotion representation from BERT
encoder. It is followed by linear layers and a prediction layer. This method provides only marginal improvements.
Model-3.2 also takes as input the concatenated representation of sentiment and emotion representation from BERT
encoder. It is followed by encoder-decoder architecture which forces the network to learn the common-space repre-
sentation. This method provides significant improvements. Model-3.3 combines both the loss functions of Model-3.1
and Model-3.2. It effectively forces the network to learn the common-space representation. Best results are obtained
with this method. It achieves state-of-the-art performance on F1-score (both micro and macro) metric and very
close to the state of the art performance on accuracy metric.

This significant improvement can be attributed to the fact that the model tries to learn the common-space
representation, by forcing the network to simultaneously minimize the prediction loss and reconstruction loss.
Theoretically speaking, there is possibility for one degenerate solution, while training the network to minimize
reconstruction loss i.e. all the parameters corresponding to sentiment representation part of concatenated represen-
tation are assigned zero weights. In that case encoder-decoder architecture would be redundant. If that would have
been the case Model-3.3 should have performed similar to the Model-3.1. As Model-3.3 is nothing but Model-3.1,
without reconstruction loss. Also, it is evident from the table-1 that the Model-3.3 outperform Model-3.1. Thus it
can be concluded that the second objective of minimizing the reconstruction loss somehow complement in learning
the better representation for the task of emotion recognition.
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6 Conclusion

Experimenting with different training data sizes for sentiment classification with Kaggle, Twitter sentiment analysis
dataset highlights the usefulness of ULMFiT and BERT models. Even with small training data size it performs
well in terms of accuracy, which is important considering that the task at hand (emotion recognition) does not
have enough labelled data. This ability to generalize to idiosyncrasies of a target task can be attributed to the fact
that, language model trained on large text corpora captures many facets of language relevant for downstream tasks,
such as long-term dependencies hierarchical relations, syntax and semantics of language.The downstream task of
emotion recognition is supposed to benefit from upstream task of sentiment classification, as they both have the
same data distribution and utilize features learned at higher levels of abstraction.

The proposed Model-3.3 outperforms all the other models that we experimented with, as this method better
utilizes the sentiment classification data to learn the common-space representation. Model-1 and 2 only provides the
better initialization for the parameter of the network, as there is no emotion representation specific learning involved
while training the network. On the other hand Model-3.3 tries to learn the emotion representation simultaneously
with two objectives. First, with the main objective of predicting the emotion label. Second, by reconstructing
the emotion representation from the concatenated representation of sentiment and emotion representation. The
proposed model proved to be successful even for single label emotion classification dataset.
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